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• Quick recap – how enterprise directories have evolved

• Moving forward – where are directories going?

• Customer case study – how has RadiantOne FID facilitated a global 

deployment?

• Summary



Legacy Enterprise LDAP Directories:

Brief History Lesson

• From where did Directory Services emerge?

– LDAP/X.500 – white pages for global telcos, enterprises

• Late 80’s-early 90’s

– Active Directory, Netware DS/eDirectory LAN directories

• Early-to-mid 90’s

• Adopted many LDAP characteristics, schema, naming hierarchy

• Incorporated purpose-specific object classes and attributes to optimize user and machine 

authentication, authorization, identification on LAN

– LDAP enterprise directory – Netscape, then Sun, IBM, Oracle, CA, etc.

• Mid-to-late 90s into the 2000’s

• In response to the rise of Internet/intranet connectivity

– Enabled authentication and authorization services to span beyond LAN

• Adopted IETF standard object classes and attributes

• Afforded easy extensibility to accommodate much more than just LAN users/objects



Legacy Enterprise LDAP Directories:

Brief History Lesson

• From where did Directory Services emerge?
– Meta Directories –Novell, Sun, IBM, CA, MS, smaller vendors bought by larger ones, 

etc. 

• Late 90’s to early 2000’s

• In cooperation with or instead of bona fide provisioning solutions

• Facilitated near-real time synchronization of identity data between authoritative source 
systems and target systems, including LDAP Enterprise Directories

– Virtual Directories – led by Radiant Logic

• Early 2000s to present

• As bandwidth and processing speed improved, virtualization reduced the need to 
synchronize (copy/write) between authoritative sources and target systems

• Greatly enhanced runtime identity data consumption by enabling business data 
transformation rules to facilitate access control

– The end result 

• Typical enterprise model today consists of AD (LAN) and LDAP Enterprise directory(ies) tied 
together via provisioning, meta directory sync and/or virtual directory interfaces



LDAPv3 as the Directory Standard

• What is a “standard” LDAP directory?

– Each directory supports LDAP access protocols but all have variations in the 

implementation of the storage (indexes, default schemas, supported controls, 

password encryption, etc.)

OpenDS, 

OpenDJ
ADLDS



Moving Forward



Trends Affecting Enterprise Directory Deployment

• Identity has become the new perimeter

– Security teams understand the importance of effective Identity Management 
integration 

– Relationship and Context-based identity are key

– CIAM emerges as a major category

– Identity federation through OAuth 2, OID Connect, SCIM, etc.

• Cloud-based IAM solutions gaining traction

– Azure AD migration creates a major transition

• Scaling identity systems becomes paramount

– Directories must enable data privacy in support of GDPR, other regulations

• Blockchain-based (distributed) Identity solutions emerging

– Model based on verified claims calls for an evolution of directories

• Identity abstraction & next generation IAM focus on cleaning up the ‘identity 
data mess’

• Microservices architectures leading IAM architects to break down IAM 
services into discrete, containerized application endpoints
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All of these trends force architects to rethink their directory services strategies



Legacy Enterprise LDAP Challenges:

Renovate the Core

• The current directory is inadequate:

• Costly licensing and maintenance fees

• End of life support

• Inadequate performance

• Inflexible for new applications

• But legacy application dependencies on aging LDAP directories are 

holding you hostage.



Customer Case Study



Case Study Requirements Summary

• Attributes are key: 

– Privacy laws must be supported 

– User identity data (attributes) are the keys to 
proper authorization 

– Attributes must be authoritatively sourced
and protected from misuse

– Distributing sensitive user attributes throughout 
the enterprise and cloud environments must 
be done carefully 

• Solutions must run in the cloud, at scale:

– Directories must be configurable and 
manageable in a global cloud environment

– An increase in scale should give incentive to 
simplify the environment

– Loose-coupling of identity management 
components becomes more important as new 
approaches to services integration continue to 
emerge (e.g., RESTful interfaces)

Identity
Data

ID Data 
Abstraction

BYOI

Federation

Self 
Identification

IAM in the Cloud



Global Scalability / Regional Privacy



Global Scalability / Leveraging Infrastructure



• Discuss challenges with existing “legacy” LDAP directories (Oracle OUD, Sun, IBM TDS) 

deployments

• Explore best practices for your migration toward a modern directory and evolution of 

your infrastructure toward a complete identity service

Agenda: Migrate and Modernize



• The current directory infrastructure is aging and inadequate:

– Costly licensing and maintenance fees

– End of life support

– Sometimes inadequate performance

• However multiple applications still rely on those directories/protocols and their 

configuration dependencies are hard to externalize, forbidding a simple plug and play 

“replacement.”

Legacy Enterprise LDAP Challenges



The World of IAM is Expanding: 

Identity is the New Perimeter 

Beyond a point solution, the need for modernization



Federation Only Federates Access (SSO)….

How About the Identity Part?



A new Identity platform for Access Management for the cloud is 

required

• Two Drivers:

1. Access (IdP, Federation, WAM)

2. Provisioning and syncing to the 

cloud

Azure AD

AD

LDAP

Federated Identity Layer?

1. Proprietary WAM 
(SiteMinder)  or standards-
based (Federation)



A new Identity platform for Access Management for the cloud is 

required

• Two Drivers:

1. Access (IdP, Federation, WAM)

2. Provisioning and syncing to the 

cloud

Azure AD

AD

LDAP

Federated Identity Layer?

2. Provisioning and syncing



Cloud Application Layer

Cloud apps need identity too:

Provisioning and Syncing Identities to the Cloud with RadiantOne

Identity Sources

Federated Identity Layer

Azure AD

Amazon Web 
Services

AD

LDAP



The emergence of the cloud and the consequence of the new 

landscape: the great migration



Upgrade your Infrastructure in a Step-wise Way

• Integration Plan

– Inventory what exists and map to a global model

– Aggregate and correlate identities to build a unique reference list

– Join identities to create global profiles

– Rationalize groups

– Model needed application-specific virtual views

– Cache resulting views for speed and scalability

• Cache is automatically kept in synch with backend changes



1. Take inventory—and do a little house cleaning:

– Analyze client application requests 

– Understand existing directory objects/hierarchy

2. Select the new storage and migrate the data:

– Ideally, storage is as compatible as possible with the current directory

3. Test applications against the new directory

4. Work with application teams on the cutover:

– The process won’t happen overnight, so it’s essential to have a flexible piece of infrastructure that 

allows you to keep the existing directory in place.

– This enables application owners to cut over at their own pace.

Migration Strategy: 4 Key Steps



• Migrate

• Redirect

• Clean up

• Pass through

• Redirect

• Iterate

•Discovery

•Dependency

•Quality

Directory Migration Plan

• Best Case

• Prototype

• Iterate

Design

TestDeploy

Analyze



• The RadiantOne Federated Identity Service is made of two main parts:

– An integration layer based on virtualization

• Used for analysis and design

• Ensures business continuity during migration

• In-place directory migration: Remapping and caching the original directory

– A storage layer 

• Highly Available Directory Access Protocol (HDAP)

– Based on big data technologies

– Fully LDAP compatible with a modern architecture

How RadiantOne Assists with Directory Migration

Integration Layer

HDAP

Storage



• HDAP is the RadiantOne Big Data directory

– a Next-Gen LDAP V3 compliant Directory Driven by Big Data and Search 

Technology

• This highly-available version of LDAP offers better performance and 

increased scalability.

• Beyond LDAP, HDAP supports other protocol such as SQL and ADAP 

(REST interface to LDAP)

What is HDAP?



• As a proxy to existing backends, RadiantOne intercepts and logs all client application requests, which can 

then be analyzed to understand what information is currently being used.

Migration Process
Analysis: Understand and Reverse Engineer Existing Client Queries/Needs

Client Applications

Requests

Example of RadiantOne access log analysis:
1. Siteminder issues a search to the VDS for: 

(&(cn=<login name>)(objectclass=person))
2. Siteminder issues a bind with DN returned from search

CN=xyz-myuser,OU=USERS,OU=TESTOU,OU=PW,OU=PWMUSER,dc=mystore,dc=com
3. Siteminder performs a base search on the user entry to find the pwdlastset attribute value.
4. Authorization is checked. Siteminder will search for a group.
5. Siteminder will check to see if the user in question is a member of the group.

Sun (LDAP) Directory



Migration Process

Analysis: Inventory Existing Schema Objects and Attributes

• Get an understanding of the schema elements within in the current 

directory

Object Classes

Attributes



Migration Process

Design: Reflect Existing Hierarchy in New Directory

c=us

o=airius

ou=people ou=groups

cn=aaron cn=HRcn=laura

LDAP Directory

cn=Sales

Proxy for the entire existing tree

c=us

o=airius

ou=people ou=groups

cn=aaron cn=HRcn=laura cn=Sales



Migration Process
Design: Virtualization by Model



o=vds

c=MX c=US

st=CAst=Baja Sur

l=Novato

uid=ljones

l=La Paz l=Cabo San Lucas

uid=scane uid=kcone

Migration Process
Design: Model New Hierarchies/Views for New Initiatives

Reflect a new hierarchy in RadiantOne

LDAP Directory



Migrate data

Migration Process
Storage: Select a Compatible Store

New LDAP Directory

Existing Applications Leveraging LDAP

SUN LDAP Directory



Migration Process
How HDAP Compares to The Classic LDAP Directories

• What is a “standard” LDAP directory?

– Each directory supports LDAP access protocols but all have variations in the 

implementation of the storage (indexes, default schemas, supported controls, 

password encryption, etc.)

OpenDS, 

OpenDJ
ADLDS



• LDAP is a good protocol, but it is not web based. The closest thing to a web service 

for LDAP is provided by DSML, which is XML based, and outdated. The new trend is 

to deliver information via a REST interface. 

• The usage of HDAP can be very broad. One crucial capability of LDAP is the ability 

to navigate and discover context about any given subject or identity. Navigating a 

directory is a form of graph and contextual discovery that allows you to have 

progressive disclosure of information. This is key in security, and elsewhere, but 

LDAP doesn't support the web service interface for delivering that information. 

• Putting all this capability that exists in LDAP into a REST interface, opens LDAP to 

the web. To put ADAP on top of any LDAP.

ADAP: a REST interface to LDAP/HDAP



Performance Comparison
Replication Across 3 Servers

Search Rate Across a 3 Node Cluster with 
Full Replication Enabled

Query composition: 80% Search, 10% Modify, 10% Add & Delete



Performance Comparison
Unique Attribute Equality Search



Performance Comparison 
Unique Attribute Substring Search



Performance Comparison 
Non-unique Attribute Equality Search



Performance Comparison
Non-unique Attribute Substring Search



HDAP Scalability

HDAP 9 Nodes

HDAP 7 Nodes

HDAP 5 Nodes

HDAP 3 Nodes



Benefits of HDAP over Traditional LDAP

• HDAP brings BIG DATA to LDAP!

• Benefits over “traditional” LDAP stores

– Fast/flexible search on all attributes

– Fast write per node (linked to speed of replication)

• Disk Cloning vs. File Copy (50 times faster)

– High Scalability and flexibility with easily configured “elasticity,” so you can 

scale out as needed

• Storage is based on Lucene index across nodes of a cluster, with the cluster 

(and metadata) management handled by Zookeeper.



HDAP High Availability Architecture



Extending the schema-- Extended Join

sAMAccountName=jsmith
sn=Smith
givenName=John
title=operations manager
lastlogin = 021109
passwordexp = 032809
support_level = silver

sAMAccountName=jsmith
sn=Smith
givenName=John
title=operations manager

RadiantOne FID joins all attributes and

presents a single entry

Extended Attributes

These extended attributes can be stored in any source: 

“local” VDS (HDAP) or some other backend

Active Directory

HDAP



• Future-proof your directory with a new storage and architecture based on 

virtualization and big data technologies:
– Easily migrate away from old LDAP directories with tools that allow you to analyze and design without 

disrupting the existing infrastructure.

– Better scalability

– Higher performance

• Address custom data requirements:
– Customizations/computations can be done at the RadiantOne layer, enabling each application to focus on 

the services they provide.

– Each application can have its own “virtual view” with specific mappings, computations, and attributes.

• Maximize your ROI
– Replace outdated traditional LDAP infrastructures with something more flexible and “future-proof.”

– Use the Federated Identity Service layer for other initiatives, such as:

• Federation

• Provisioning

• Delivering context-driven services (e.g. keyword search from any device)

Summary


